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Events in Sep 2015
FIFA’s Annual General Meeting 2015
4th Annual General meeting was held on 16th September 2015 in Garware Club House, Mumbai. Mr. Dhruv,
Chairman, extended a hearty welcome to Members and others for FIFAs 4th AGM. Mr. Dhruv introduced Mr.
Rajni M Shah - Former : GM, GIC , GM, New India Assurance , MD, LPA of India, Visiting Professor B-Schools - and
informed that Mr. Shah has joined FIFA family as Sr. Consultant.
On concluding AGM Agenda, Mr. Rajni Shah addressed for a while stressing upon FIFA primary objectives and how
best Knowledge Sharing Events could enhance value with management oriented theme topics.
As part of its activities FIFA organized a 90 minute session titled ‘Work-Life Balance on 16th Sept 2015 for its
members. Dr. Kashissh Chhabriaa, a Psychologist & Psychotherapist was invited as a speaker.
The purpose of the session was to help participants Strike a better work-life balance and be able to say ‘No’
The session covered interesting information on understanding the concept of ‘Work-life Balance and the need to
have interests beyond the work and work related activities. The participants also received tips on Managing
Personal Quality Time
The participants who are otherwise under performance pressure; took the opportunity to unwind and were seen
having a lot of fun.
The session was interactive and included a short self-assessment quiz. Participants also shared their views and
personal experiences which enriched the session take-away. With the high energy levels and active participation
from the people present there the session was a resounding success.
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A 5000 rupee SIP can buy you a motorbike
Brijesh Dalmia, Dalmia Advisory, Kolkata
The straight talking Brijesh Dalmia has come up with a new way to
communicate his messages to the IFA fraternity: through powerful 1-2
minute videos that contain priceless pearls of wisdom
In this video, Brijesh takes head on the popular belief that a 5000 rupee SIP
is not worth an IFA's while with the current remuneration structure.
Check out this video and decide for yourself whether you will turn down
the next 5000 rupee SIP sale opportunity as worthless or embrace it
enthusiastically

Video Url : https://youtu.be/M5einA1zxaM
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Who benefits if trail is stopped?
Brijesh Dalmia, Dalmia Advisory, Kolkata
Brijesh believes the Sumit Bose Committee's recommendation on reducing
trail and eventually stopping it is clearly a step in the wrong direction
Trail is not a deferred sales commission, but is an annual fee that
distributors earn for ongoing service, advice and updates to mutual fund
investors. It is in everyone's interest - investors, fund houses and
distributors - that such ongoing service is offered and reasonably
compensated.
Reducing and eliminating trail will only seek to induce churn and does not in any case offer any
benefit to investors. Investors have a choice to go direct anyway - there is no additional benefit
they get from a reducing trail structure.
TERs in the industry will go down - and pretty sharply. This may trigger another round of
consolidation in fund houses as well as distributors. However, scale benefits from lower costs
may eventually deliver greater long term benefits to the industry.
Direct continues to be a key threat to IFAs. However, in a lower TER environment, the gap
between regular and direct plans too will diminish, thus reducing the relative attractiveness of
direct plans.
A recent committee report on mutual fund cost and remuneration talks about decreasing trail and eventually
stopping it after a few years. While I respect regulators, policy makers and various committees who are working
hard to give us a solid framework to grow business, I assume distributors also to have freedom to express their
thoughts on various issues which impacts them. Forums like WealthForum are excellent platforms to do this and I
hope my observations will be taken in the right spirit by regulators, AMCs and distributors.

Decreasing trail or stopping trail
The recent committee report is suggesting following a decreasing trail model and eventually stopping the trail
beyond a particular number of years the assets. I think this may not be a great idea. I have the following thoughts
on this:a. Trail is not paid just for bringing in business. The whole idea of paying trail by AMCs to distributor
is the premise of continuous service to client and ensuring that they remain invested so that
AMCs also make their fee from the said investments. Trail is not a conflict of interest. It is rather
proponent of good business practice.
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b. The cost of the client should be maintained at the level of TER and not micro management
beyond that. Imagine this; If TER of a scheme is 2% and trail is reduced or stopped, the AMC may
still charge a higher TER as allowed by regulators. This will not reduce the cost of investors (or
may be only partly reduced) and so the idea of benefitting investors by reducing or eliminating
trail will not work.
c. The idea of decreasing trail commission also doesn't make sense since it is against the
fundamental premise of rewarding performance (ensuring investors to remain invested). Reduced
trail will mean paying less for a good job done. Regulators and AMCs promote long term investing
and therefore distributors promoting long term investment must not be penalised for it.

d. Stopping trail makes absolutely no sense. If an investor already has the option to go direct to
reduce his cost, what's the point to stop trail if he chooses to take services of a distributor
knowing that it will cost him a bit high. It will also promote churning which is against investor's
interest. Why will a distributor serve a client from whom he will not make any money? If this
recommendation is implemented, this will lead to over regulation and the will of the policy
makers to eliminate distribution fraternity and promote direct business which will essentially
mean 'taking away the choice from an investor'. I will go to the extent of saying that stopping trail
after few years of investments will mean that distributors are only used to do to leg work, bring in
customers in the system and then kicking them out of business. This must not happen. Let the
choice remain with client whether he wants to go direct or through the distributor. Don't force
him.
So, what is the solution? I think managing TER is the right way to handle this and a win win situation for all
stakeholders in the long term.

TER
I have written before and I write again. There remains a lot of scope to reduce the TER, both in debt and equity
funds. When this happens, the cost of clients will go down and this is a better way rather than controlling clients
cost through controlled trail commissions. Regulators haven't touched TER since long. I reckon the time is coming
soon when they will and when they do it, the cut won't be small. It can be as much as 30-40% of the current rates.
The cost structures in the fund management business remain high and it is definitely a barrier in the growth of the
industry. Once TER comes under pressure, it will straight impact the trail commissions. However, the cut in trail
will not be as sharp as TER. For example, if TER on an average comes down by 0.50%, trail won't come down by
the same percentile since AMCs will also need to cut down their own expenses and also take a hit on their
margins. In the current context, trail is generally 50-60% of the total TER and reduction will be mostly in line with
this percentage. There also remains a possibility that AMCs will absorb a major part of TER cut as they may fear
that a high cut in trail may make the distribution non viable and thereby affecting their own growth.

Industry growth once TER is brought down
In the initial period, some smaller AMCs may shut shop or sell their business to others since there business may
not be viable. Also, a lot of IFAs (and other distribution channels) will exit the distribution business. This will have
negative impact on the industry. However, the increased investor's interest in mutual funds due to lower cost
(resulting in higher returns) will more than offset the loss of business due to above reasons. When I look from the
overall industry perspective, I could see more positives than negatives.
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Direct
Direct remains the biggest threat for the distribution business. It has demolished the liquid space and getting
inroads into debt and equity space too. While the ratio of direct in non liquid business is still small (around 10%),
it is bound to increase with every passing day. However, I believe the overall AUM growth will be much higher
than the growth of direct share in non liquid space. This should give IFAs a respite. Since Direct is a reality and it's
going to stay, I would suggest IFAs to adjust their business model rather than panic and exit. There still remains a
lot of scope in this business. If an IFA provides value and good advice to clients, clients generally stick to them.
Some will go but I would rather increase my business to offset this loss. Now, there is a silver lining to this too.
Once the TER is brought down, the gap between direct and indirect will reduce. This will curtail the flow of assets
into direct to some extent. This alone can help distributor sustain on lower trail and overcome the risk of Direct.
Stay put. If you can't beat the other side, don't concede either. It will still bring victory to you.

Summary
A. Regulation is extremely important. Over regulation will be bad.
B. Since investors have the option to go 'Direct', there is no need to initiate decreasing trail and stopping
trail.
C. Their remains a scope to cut TER which will result in reduced cost for investors. This will be a win win
situation for all stakeholders.
D. Direct remains a risk for distributors and it seems it is going to stay. Rather than seeing the risk in it,
distributors should focus in offsetting this risk by increasing their business and serving their clients better.
Mutual fund is a great industry. Let us all be responsible to make it big.
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Nothing flashy about this rapidly growing champion advisor
Sajal Roy, Anjali Investment & Consultants, Kolkata

There was nothing flashy about Rahul Dravid's batting, but he was the
most dependable batsman in the Indian team - a man who knew how to
build an innings, one run at a time. In much the same mould, there is
nothing flashy about Sajal Roy - but what underpins his success is a clear
understanding that sticking to the basics and executing flawlessly time
after time, without for a moment considering it monotonous, is what
builds a solid practice in the financial advisory space, and is what makes
you Mr. Dependable to your clients.

Anjali Investment is today one of Eastern India's most successful advisory firms, serving over 4,000
clients, with an AuM in excess of Rs.270 crores. Sajal was featured on WF three years ago (Click
Here) - in these 3 years, his approach has not changed one bit, but his business has more than
tripled. And in these 3 years, he has picked up a clutch of awards that recognize his business growth
as well as his advisory excellence.
Sajal shares with us here what the four pillars of dependability that Mr.Dependable advocates consistency, integrity, responsiveness and diligence - mean to him and his firm and how they have
underpinned the commendable success his firm has achieved.
Mr. Dependable, a joint initiative between Religare Invesco MF and Wealth Forum, endeavours to
showcase exactly what it takes for financial advisors to be seen by their clients as "Mr.Dependable"
- which we firmly believe is vital for any advisor to build a sustainable practice. After all,
dependability is what money management is finally all about.

Consistency : We have been in the area of Financial Services for the last 18 years and the business has
continued to grow over the years steadily. During this period we have seen several market cycles, through
which we have handheld our clients with consistency and helped them create wealth. The consistency is
revealed in the business process adhered to during the life time of the organization. There may be situations
that may pressurize the process but the continued focus on the same creates long term benefits. At Anjali the
most often used words and phrases are "Mutual Fund", "SIPs", "Long Term Investing", "Focus on Wealth
Creation and not just Returns", these are things which are entrenched in the employees and also investor's
minds along with being an integral part of our thought process.
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At times this may appear monotonous but the process of identifying client's needs consistently at every life
stage of a client and providing appropriate solutions goes a long way in building long term client relationship.
This consistent approach which avoids push selling, focuses on clients needs and educating the client about
investment and fulfilling their goals has helped in growing our business and win the confidence of our clients.
Integrity: No business can survive for long without Integrity and Ethics towards the customer and also the
business itself. At Anjali the clients have been able to see integrity in our approach to investments, decision
making processes and our intent to create wealth for them. We have come across clients who have been
hesitant about decision making but shown their trust in us and have taken a leap of faith based on our
recommendations. This has been possible since our clients trusted us, which has come from the integrity that
they have seen in our organization. Our clients have seen various market cycles and have stayed with our
recommendations only due to our honest approach to work, hence there have been more than 95% customer
retention ratio.
Responsiveness : Responsiveness to us means that the need to communicate with our clients and a significant
part of communication is listening and taking action. At Anjali everyone is always open to listening to the
clients, be it about their financial needs, professional or personal issues. Thus by spending quality time with
clients and sharing numerous anecdotes on various facets of investment planning, we have ensured that our
clients are well informed. All the clients needs and requirements are adhered to very quickly which creates faith
and paves the way for future referrals from the existing investors.
After hearing the clients and discussing with them various aspects, the immediate need is to act upon the same.
We are quick in terms of providing updates regarding markets, taking investment decisions, adapting to market
conditions and rebalancing portfolios as per need and above all making this entire process more simple and
convenient for clients. During market volatility clients are advised to stick to their disciplined investment
approach to reach their financial goals.
We conduct regular client meetings and use of client profiling tools, fund review tools etc, and do monthly
analysis of client portfolio and reporting as well.
Diligence : As an organization at Anjali we neither believe in pushing a product nor do we sell a product because
it's an easy sell. The only thing that matters to us is how a product fits into a client's portfolio and adds value to
the same. Technology is used extensively in our system as we use various fund review and client profiling tools
to match the need with an appropriate solution. Thus the products are suggested after deep deliberations with
the client and in cognizance of the results of review tools. Thus monthly reviews, meeting clients on regular
basis, helps us to be aware and take diligent decisions and make changes as and when required. Our clients
thus look up to us for diligent decision making which will benefit them in the long run.
All content in Mr.Dependable is created by Wealth Forum and should not be construed as views of Religare
Invesco MF.
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Snippets


Without patience, we will learn less in life. We will see less. We will feel less. We will hear less. Ironically,
rush and more usually mean less.



The credit belongs to those who are actually in the arena, who strive valiantly; who know the great
enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spend themselves in a worthy cause; who at the best, know the
triumph of high achievement; and who, at the worst, if they fail, fail while daring greatly, so that their
place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat. -- Theodore
Roosevelt



Be thankful for what you have; you'll end up having more. If you concentrate on what you don't have,
you will never, ever have enough. -- Oprah Winfrey



To laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children...to leave
the world a better place...to know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived. This is to
have succeeded.- Ralph Waldo Emerson



Thoughts mixed with definiteness of purpose, persistence, and a burning desire are powerful things. Napoleon
Hill
We invite Viewers to register as members. For details and registration forms, please visit FIFA Website:
www.fifaindia.org
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FIFA welcomes its new members
Sep-15
M Type Membership
Founder
F43
Ordinary
O156
Ordinary
O157
Ordinary
O158
Ordinary
O159
Ordinary
O160
Ordinary
O161
Ordinary
O162
Ordinary
O163
Ordinary
O164
Ordinary
O165

Type
Name of Organisation/ IFA
N.Indv
Yogesh Distribution Pvt. Ltd
N.Indv
SFIC Fiscal Services Pvt Ltd
Indv
Ashok Thakwani
Indv
Anish Gupta
N.Indv MI Wealthcare Advisors Pvt Ltd
Indv
Jackson Consultants
Indv
Abhishek Mohta
N.Indv
Chessy Consultants Pvt Ltd.
Indv
Kedia Services
N.Indv Swaraj Shares & Securities Pvt Ltd
Indv
Mayank Poddar

Representative(s) NAME
CITY
Yogesh J Shah
Pune
Rohit Kumar Sonthalia
Kolkata
Ashok Thakwani
Kolkata
Anish Gupta
Kolkata
Pankaj Sikaria
Kolkata
Sanjay Satnalika
Kolkata
Abhishek Mohta
Kolkata
Ajay Kumar Beel
Kolkata
Aditya Kedia
Kolkata
Ravi Shankar Agarwal
Kolkata
Mayank Poddar
KOLKATA
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